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Senior hits all the right

In a virtual world the transition from physical to digital 
has proven itself difficult and, for some competitive stu-
dent events, impossible. But one Taylor senior stood up 

to the challenge and made school history. 
Senior Brissa Trondle, with the help of her vocal coach, Mr. Smith, 

and choir director, Gregory McDaniel, was named to the Texas All-State 
Choir, a first for any student here. 

“It just hit me and it was a big accomplishment because I went through 
this whole process, since the beginning, thinking that I couldn’t do it,” 
Trondle said. “But going through it kind of helped me grow.”

Trondle has been preparing for this competition since the summer, dur-
ing which she took a camp. She was provided with the competition mate-
rial early on which allowed her to focus her efforts on what she needed to 
do to win. 

By Daphnee Martinez, Editor-in-Chief

What will 2021-22

By Daiara Garcia, The Den Staff

Nothing is certain. Two extra spring break weeks be-
came a year, yet students, teachers and staff have 
been able to manage quite well. But what will the 

2021-2022 scholastic year look like? Will online learning be a 
thing of the past? Or will the 2020 trend follow into the new 
year?

College Access Counselor Andrea Green-Perry expects many goals to be 
met by students coming into the new year. Some of these include encourag-
ing incoming seniors to begin their FAFSA and TASFA applications, college 
and scholarship applications, and allowing all students to take full advantage 
of the technology and tools the school has to offer.

“One thing I’d like to do is increase our scholarship applicants—and allow 
for more financial aid money,” Green-Perry said. “We have a pretty good 
completion rate (FAFSA/TASFA) here at Taylor High School. We normally 
range from 50 to 60 percent of all seniors who complete the FAFSA or 
TASFA, but we need to increase that to 100 percent of all seniors complet-
ing that. 

“Another thing is to begin the process of using the technology we have 
been blessed with to create a culture of knowledge to start ninth, tenth and 
eleventh grade,” Green-Perry said.

This year has not only been challenging for students but for teachers and 
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Senior Brissa Trondle became the first student in Taylor history to be selected 
for the Texas All-State Choir.

Chucks and pearls

Staffers celebrate Inauguration Day on Jan. 20 by wearing pearls with Converse 
Chuck Taylor sneakers, the preferred accessories of Vice President Kamala Harris.
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By Perla Andrade, The Den Staff

School versus jobs: can students make it

2021, from Page 1

During this pandemic a lot of families lost jobs and 
businesses because of the coronavirus cases. Sup-
ply chains slowed down, demand for certain prod-

ucts and services dropped, and millions of people hunkered 
down and stayed put. As families lost income, many teenagers 
stepped up and took jobs to help out. 

Students soon found themselves struggling to manage jobs as well as school 
responsibilities.

Teens who started working full- or part-time jobs during this pandemic 
face more pressure to handle school work. While online classes may be 
convenient, some students have trouble learning new things without being 
face-to-face with their teachers. Some students say that the number of as-
signments this year has actually increased for them. Some have to deal with 
computer problems and unreliable internet accessibility. 

Teachers are also feeling the stress. Some say it’s difficult to help a virtual 
student who doesn’t understand the lesson, especially if that student is also 
working a job. Teachers want students to be successful, and not feel like they 
are being left behind. So many teachers have taken a different approach in 
the way they work with their students that have jobs. 

Economics teacher Richard Harman said he tends to cut students some 
slack if they are balancing school work and jobs. “As long as the student does 
the assignments and keeps their grades up I do not say too much,” Harman 
said.  “I can mark them present because they have logged into Schoology.”  

Health Science teacher Kelley Sandler said, “I first discuss with the student 
requesting that he or she talk with his or her employer about changing the 
work schedule so that the student can attend classes during the school day 
and work after school. If there are extenuating circumstances, I work with 
the student so that he or she can watch the recorded Zoom class and com-
plete the work with an altered schedule so the student can be a successful 
student and employee.”

US Government teacher Krystal Williams said, “Whenever I have students 
that can’t attend because of work, I tell them to be sure to complete the at-
tendance link. That’s how they get their attendance counted. Check School-
ogy daily for assignments and try to drop into after school tutorials if they 
have questions. I also encourage them to attend class at least once or twice a 
week if they can.”

The best advice Williams has for her students? “Communicate and let me 
know what’s going on,” she said.

Teacher of the Year

Science teacher Benedict Khoo stands next to his balloon bouquet after being 
voted Taylor Teacher of the Year for 2020-21.  Khoo was also selected as a finalist 
for District Secondary Teacher of the Year for Alief ISD. 

“Thank you all so much for the warmth and affection that I have received from 
you this week,” Khoo said. “I am deeply humbled, and overjoyed, to be voted as 
your Teacher of the Year. I have learnt so much from all of you, and I am still en-
viously learning each day. I promise to represent everyone at Taylor HS to the best 
of my abilities, and to showcase the wonderful teachers and colleagues who work 
tirelessly here at Taylor HS, every day, for our students.”

Photo by K. Roberts

work?work?

staff as well.
Green-Perry also has very high hopes that everything will go back to the 

way it was. Though so much is uncertain there are some things to look for-
ward to, as Green-Perry suggests.

“We have House Bill 3 Section 2, which says that all students must com-
plete FAFSA or TASFA before they graduate from high school. We’ll be 
working hard in the college center to get the individual students and par-

ents to complete that task before graduating. And another thing is UT has 
already made the decision to allow students to apply without an SAT or 
ACT score, so that won’t be mandatory for the 2021-2022 school year and 
the graduating seniors of 2022,” she said.

The Class of 2022 expects their senior year to be no different than that of 
2019 and previous years. Junior STUCO officer Viet Tran said he wishes 
for his senior year to be a bit easier than his junior year and rather more 
eventful. Tran hopes for the learning and teaching styles to adapt to the 
transition, and involve taking better safety precautions, despite the hope of 
being COVID-free.

“Since it’s my senior year, I expect it to be the most eventful, since it is 
going to be my last year in high school,” Tran said. “I expect it to be easy 
going and lightweight since I’ve finally gotten the hang of things in terms 
of learning. I (also) wish to see more caution and control with sanitizing 
and situations that involve a more sterile environment, and that the learn-
ing and teaching styles would be modified to transition students back into 
an easier learning environment.”

Junior Heily Calderon has set her priorities straight in terms of goals and 
expectations she’d like to meet.

“Start applying for colleges, get ready to graduate, have a normal gradua-
tion ceremony and prom, and getting a higher GPA. I hope to see students 
and teachers try to understand the struggles of learning during COVID,” 
she said.

Green-Perry and Tran both agree that, in honor of the upcoming year, 
students, teachers and staff should appreciate and make the most out of 
building personal connections as it is beneficial and was not possible this 
scholastic year.

“I feel like it is hard to build a relationship through Zoom (class),” Green-
Perry said. “I knew a lot more seniors the previous year than this year. I 
want to see them in person and guide them. I wish that coming back in 
person will allow me to build that relationship in person.” 

Tran said that he wishes, “to see teachers being more easy-going on stu-
dents and creating more student-teacher connections.”

The district has followed protocols and safety precautions to ensure the 
safety of students and staff. If all goes well, if staff and most students get 
vaccinated, and the COVID infection rate drops by the beginning of the 
next school year, students and staff are expected to return as normal. And, 
hopefully, 2021-22 will have many new adventures and experiences to fol-
low.

“Patience is our number one concern,” Green-Perry said. “We are all 
adjusting to this new Zoom-COVID world. So please look at your School-
ogy, read your email and help us guide you by reaching out to us.”
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What a shot

Journalism teacher Kevin Roberts receives his second covid-19 vaccine on 
March 4. The State of Texas recently added teachers and child care workers to 
the priority list for vaccinations.

Economics teacher Richard Harman said he tends to cut students some 
slack if they are balancing school work and jobs. “As long as the student does 
the assignments and keeps their grades up I do not say too much,” Harman 
said.  “I can mark them present because they have logged into Schoology.”  

Health Science teacher Kelley Sandler said, “I first discuss with the student 
requesting that he or she talk with his or her employer about changing the 
work schedule so that the student can attend classes during the school day 
and work after school. If there are extenuating circumstances, I work with 
the student so that he or she can watch the recorded Zoom class and com-
plete the work with an altered schedule so the student can be a successful 
student and employee.”

US Government teacher Krystal Williams said, “Whenever I have students 
that can’t attend because of work, I tell them to be sure to complete the at-
tendance link. That’s how they get their attendance counted. Check School-
ogy daily for assignments and try to drop into after school tutorials if they 
have questions. I also encourage them to attend class at least once or twice a 
week if they can.”

The best advice Williams has for her students? “Communicate and let me 
know what’s going on,” she said.

Six days into the new year a violent mob of former Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s supporters invaded the U.S. Cap-
itol as Congress was getting ready to certify Joe Biden 

as the 46th president of the United States. 
Usually, the process of certifying a new president is uneventful. But on 

Jan. 6, 2021, Trump supporters and right wing extremists, fed by lies and 
unwilling to accept defeat, swarmed the Capitol grounds in an attempt to 
disrupt congressional procedures. Some broke windows, forced open doors 
and stormed the Capitol building. They vandalized offices and made threats 
against Democratic lawmakers, as well as Vice President Mike Pence.

Like his supporters, Trump baselessly claimed fraud and incited violence 
among his supporters against many members of Congress. Capitol police 
were overwhelmed by the crowd, but, after a delay, National Guard troops 
worked to get the situation under control. Five people died in the riot.  
More than 50 people were arrested. Most of the crowd of rioters left the 

scene by 6 p.m. 
Trump, who spent most of the afternoon watching the riot unfold on TV, 

finally tweeted out to his supporters to go home. “You have to go home 
now,” he said. “We don’t want anybody hurt.” But he continued to claim 
that the election was unfair and that his presidency stolen. He also contin-
ued to praise the crowd, telling his supporters, “We love you.” 

After the crowds were cleared and it was safe to reenter the Capitol, Con-
gress got back to work and completed the certification process at around 4 
a.m. on Jan. 7. Biden was sworn in as president on Jan. 20.

Many world leaders spoke out against the violence. So did American 
leaders from both major political parties. They urged respect for America’s 
democratic processes and the peaceful transfer of power.

For his actions in encouraging the rioters, the House of Representatives 
impeached Trump a second time, making him the only U.S. president to be 
impeached twice. 

By Lori Alvarez, Associate Editor

School will look a little different after spring break. For 
the fourth grading period of the year, students will 
choose a five-day schedule either on campus or virtual. 

Will the new schedule create the consistency some students need to be 
more successful? Will more students elect to return to campus? Reporters 
from The Den asked these questions and got some interesting responses.

 
“It is honestly not safe to reopen, but I won’t be attending school anyway, 
only virtual.”
Ivan Posada, senior

“I would rather stay home than go back to school at the moment. I feel like 
it is the safest option for me and my family. I have also gotten so used to do-
ing online school that I would find it odd to go back to school face to face.” 
Dayana Garcia, sophomore

“It’s okay as long as they have the two options and that they still mandate 
masks, but I also think it’s too early.”
Jazlin Garcia, sophomore

“I would prefer to stay home where I can social distance and have less inter-
action with people. I feel like this is a big risk for everyone and myself. I’m 
pretty sure more people will be at school every day of the week.”
Carolina Monterrosa, senior

5 days 
      a week?

“From what I experienced while I was in person, Taylor is taking as many 
precautions as possible to keep social distancing. I think that it is a safe place 
for those who choose to go in person. I don’t necessarily think that it is a 
good idea to allow students to go five days a week. When students were do-
ing hybrid, there were not as many people being in contact with each other 
and there was more room for social distancing. If everyone decides to go in 
person, it might get a bit too overcrowded which could result in more cases.”
Jose Abarca, senior 

“It is very dangerous to send my child to school. They have to consider the 
health of many students and teachers that go home to their family. I will not 
be sending my child to school until this pandemic gets better.”
Taylor parent

“I can’t believe the schools and the state have decided to open so thought-
lessly when there’s hardly any empty beds in ICUs or emergency rooms. Had 
this discussion come up in a few months, maybe I would be more open, but 
this reeks of a disaster in waiting.” 
Martha Martinez, Alief ISD parent

The hybrid option is ending, and students 
have an important decision to make
The Den staff

What’s your plan for

Rioters launch assault on US Capitol,
attempt to subvert certification process
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Five senior Lions from the varsity football squad who signed letters of commitment on Feb. 3 pose for photos with Principal Mary Williams and Head 
Coach and Campus Athletic Director Shawn Gray. The scholarship recipients include (from left): Danyren Williams, Carrington Anokwuru, Jahiree 
Pittman, Maize Washington and Sodi Machado.

Photos by K. Roberts

Five accept scholarships on National Signing Day

Carrington Anokwuru will attend Waldorf 
University.

Sodi Machado will 
attend Sul Ross 
University.

Maize Washington will 
attend Sam Houston 

State University.

Danyren Williams will attend Texas A&M 
University Kingsville.

Jahiree Pittman will attend Eastern New 
Mexico State University.
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Quarterback Tom Brady may have put to rest any 
doubt he is the greatest of all time. Brady led his 
team, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, to victory in Su-

per Bowl LV, defeating last year's NFL champions, the Kansas 
City Chiefs by a score of 31-9. 

Brady’s win earned him his seventh championship, the first player in NFL 
history to take home a seventh ring. He tossed three passes for touchdowns 
in just the first half, and his performance earned him the MVP award. 

Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes also had an amazing performance, 
but even that wasn’t enough to get his team close to a second championship. 
The Chiefs came into the game as the favorite, after beating the Buccaneers 
in a three-point game during the regular season. The Chiefs also had a 14-2 

record, better than any team in the league. 
Yet that was not enough to beat the GOAT and his Buccaneers. Brady, the 

oldest quarterback in the league, always manages to shake off old defeats and 
find a way to win.

The much anticipated halftime show featured The Weeknd, with a perfor-
mance that was part of a storyline he has been continuing since the release of 
his last album, “After Hours.” The Canadian pop star spent about $7 million 
of his own money on his performance in the show. 

Amanda Gorman recited her new poem before the Super Bowl crowd. 
After receiving a lot of praise for her recitation of “The Hill We Climb” at 
President’s Biden inauguration, Gorman made history by becoming the first 
poet to recite a poem at the Super Bowl.

By Kimberly Bermudez, The Den Staff

Boys basketball season shows some

The Varsity Lions basketball team bounced back from 
its winless season last year, finishing the season with a 
record of 2-18 overall, and 2-12 in district play. More 

importantly, the team broke a 23-game losing streak and 
showed much improvement for the future. 

With safety precautions in place throughout the season, the team made 
adjustments to bench placement, where the chairs were positioned six feet 
apart from each other and away from fans.

The team, which consisted of five seniors, six juniors and two underclass-
men, also received new shoes this year: black Kobe Mamba Furys.  And 
while the team may have come up short in wins this season, there was 
plenty of individual excellence to celebrate.

Co-captain Zion Bluncson led the team in three-point shooting, at 36 
percent, with 26 threes made this season. He was the third-leading scorer 
on the team with 7.4 points per game and was second on the team in steals, 
with 1.5 per game.

Senior point guard Shawn Bernal was co-captain and assists leader, averag-
ing two per game. He also averaged 3.1 points per game and a 75-percent 
free throw percentage.

Junior guard Tyreke Hunt was the leading scorer, with 12.2 points per 
game, and made his season high of 24 points.

Senior small forward Gideon Ozumba finished the season as the team’s 
most efficient two-point shooter, with 55 percent efficiency, as well as the 
rebound leader with 4.7 per game. Ozumba also turned in an impressive 
performance on defense, with 22 deflections on the season.

Junior power forward Olamide Oguns was second on the team in re-
bounds, with 3.3 per game. He also led the team in blocks with one per 
game. Being the tallest man on the team at 6-4, he played the fifth position 
on the court and used his jumper to be a stretch big man.

Senior small forward Cortlen Thompson was number three in assists with 
1.3 per game, as well as having a ratio of assists to turnovers of 1:1.

Junior point guard Jair Ashby averaged 3.8 points per game for the season.
Junior shooting guard J’Maury Chatman was the second-leading scorer 

with 7.7 points per game and the steals leader with 1.7 steals per game.
Freshman small forward Nathan Kongolo averaged 4.1 points per game 

and shot 75 percent from the three-point line.
Senior Obinna Maduagwuna was Alief ISD Male Scholar Athlete of the 

Month for January. He maintained a 3.8 GPA for his senior year.

By Perry Ehimuh, Taylor Yearbook Staff bounceback

Brady leads Bucs to Super Bowl rout of Chiefs
Photos by Perry Ehimuh
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CHOIR, from Page 1

The last semester of senior year is incredibly stressful and 
even more so if seniors don’t know what they should 
be doing. Here are a couple of things to make sure of, 

whether you’re pursuing post-secondary education or not. 

Complete FAFSA/TAFSA or other financial aid
All schools require some kind of financial aid application in order to set up a 
tuition plan for their students. The earlier it is completed the more money one 
can be offered. Contact your counselor today and see what you should be doing 
to ensure the most out of your efforts and remaining time in high school. And if 
you’re applying for scholarships, be sure to stay up to date with your transcripts 
and letters of recommendation. 

Check your application for missing additional materials
The majority of schools and training programs have a portal specific to them for 
uploading materials such as recommendation letters and portfolios. Be sure to 
check these portals daily to see whether your application is missing anything, for 
it can delay your admission decision considerably. It can also delay your finan-
cial aid and housing contracts. 

Get in touch with your chosen college
If you have already made a decision about where you’re going then be sure to 
send your acceptance ASAP. Once you have received your financial aid package 
be sure to monitor daily for any required forms. Also, check the due date for 
your deposit and send it promptly. Don’t forget to get in touch with the school 
about your housing situation too, especially if you need special accommoda-
tions. As with all things, don’t skip over the fine print and read your contracts 
carefully to avoid any misunderstandings.

Buy your cap and gown
The deadline to buy your cap and gown is fast approaching and if you wait too 
long you may have to pay late fees. If you are buying a yearbook, then be sure to 
order one sooner rather than later because they’re less expensive if you preorder 
them. Check with the bookroom or the library in case you have outstanding 
fees that could put a hold on your report card and graduation. 

Create and deliver your announcements
If you are going to be delivering graduation announcements be sure to make 
them promptly. Get in touch with your vendor, or better yet make your own 
and punch out deadlines and dues. Once they’re done be sure to deliver them 
with enough time and consideration.

Shell out some advice
Seniors, you get a special privilege like no other: a senior quote in the yearbook. 
Make it sassy or inspirational, but above all make it yours. It can be a quote you 
live by or a timestamp from The Office, but whatever it is be sure to remember 
that it will be your legacy. 

Attendance is key
Yes, graduation is only months away but your attendance should still be a prior-
ity. A sick day or two here and there won’t hurt you but you can lose credit if 
you miss 10 or more days. If you do lose credit, you may have to make it up 
with summer school which will affect your graduating with your class. Stay up 
to date with records through home access and contact your teachers about any 
discrepancies.

Grades, Grades, GRADES
Senioritis is real, and it’s sometimes tempting to give in to it. If you let your 
grades slip then you could lose credit and have to make them up through night 
school or summer school. Furthermore, if your grades drastically change then 
schools may decide to rescind their acceptances, and that’s never good. Even if 
you aren’t going on to college or another school, you should still strive to go out 
with a bang. 

Gratitude and remembrance
Seniors these are your last few months with most of your peers and teachers. 
Although it may be true or unspoken, it doesn’t mean its not nice to be told 
you’re appreciated every once in a while. Tell or show your teachers that you are 
grateful for their time and dedication, even if you had them for a week back in 
freshman year. These last months can be incredibly stressful for any student, so 
be sure to check in with your friends of any grade and let them know you’re 
thinking of them.

By Daphnee Martinez, Editor-in-Chief

Senior Lori Alvarez shows off her new hoodie from The Den newspaper. 
Alvarez is Associate Editor of The Den, as well as 2021 Class President.

“I did it last year and I didn’t make it past the audition,” she said.  “But I 
just told myself next year is going to be it.”

As for technology concerns, this year’s competitors were to follow the 
guidelines set in the state website, learn their music, record their auditions, 
and send them into the organization. In a normal year, she would find out if 
she advanced to the next level on the same day, but this year she had to wait 
about a week for her results. 

“I felt anxiety and I had to just leave it as it is.  And when I found out, I 
remember I was at the flea market, and I literally just yelled. I was so ex-
cited,” Trondle said. 

This year the competitors had to compete in combined auditions, whereas 
in a normal competition they had four auditions. By having condensed the 
auditions, the number of participants who advanced also decreased, meaning 
only the best of the best such as Brissa could advance. 

“After a few days of people telling me congratulations and Mr. McDaniel 
telling the other choir members, I was still stunned, and I was saying, ‘Did I 
actually do that?’ It was actually a thing that happened,” she said. 

“Brissa's accomplishment of making the Texas All State Choir was the 
culmination of talent plus hard work and preparation,” McDaniel said. “For 
her to also stay dedicated and focused on improving her vocal abilities dur-
ing an unprecedented year with the pandemic is truly remarkable. To wit-
ness her growth as a student, a musician and artist over the four years makes 
me a proud educator, and it reminds me why I do what I do.”

Trondle hopes her achievement can serve as an example and inspiration to 
those in choir and other talent competitions. She learned from her experi-
ence, having competed last year but not advancing, only to be more deter-
mined this year. 

“There will be difficult parts of the road, and you won’t always get to that 
place you wanted,” said Trondle. “I would say just don’t give up and keep 
pushing forward.”

senior checklist

News staff pride
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Mildred’s

“It is a pleasure to meet you. If it is your wish, I will 
travel anywhere to meet your request. Auto Memory 
Doll, Violet Evergarden, at your service.” 

The anime “Violet Evergarden” starts off with protagonist Violet who 
wakes up from serious injuries to question her location and her general 
whereabouts. She is an orphan and is turned in to assist the Leidenschaftlich 
army, where she is treated just like a weapon for her extraordinary fighting 
skills. 

When she is told that the war is over, she is sent to work as an auto mem-
ories doll at a postal office. She travels around the world to touch people's 
hearts with her writing and find the meaning behind the words “I love 
you,” said by the person she holds dearly, Gilbert B. She not only works 
as a doll but also has doll-like features and even personality traits. Because 
of this she struggles to connect to human emotions. Her job allows her to 
understand that she is “burning” with feelings and emotions as well.

Another anime suggestion is, “Love is War.” Although you may think it's 
an ordinary romance anime it gives the category a whole different mean-
ing. Shuchiin Academy is known for being home to Japan’s brightest and 

wealthiest students. Two of them are student council president Miyuki Shi-
rogane and the student council vice president. They are at the top of their 
classes and might be seen as a potential couple by their peers if it weren't 
for their pride. Although both show interest in one another they struggle to 
admit their feelings, as the one who does so first will “lose the war.” In their 
minds they believe the other will be the first to fall, so for the entire high 
school year they plan out schemes to sabotage each other.

 Lastly, anime “The Promised Neverland” can be seen as an innocent 
show but hides a very eerie society of suspense.  The anime follows pro-
tagonists Emma, Norman, and Ray, all orphans that believe adoption is 
their “house’s” purpose. But one night they discover that they are just like 
animals who could become food for demons. Not believing that, for their 
whole lives, they have been lied to, they attempt to plan out an escape with 
the rest of the orphanage. The three protagonists may all be young in age, 
but their minds are bright with knowledge as they remain undercover. “The 
Promised Neverland” takes unexpected turns while the pressure is on the 
heroes to free themselves.

By Midred Godinez, The Den Staff

The covid outbreak forced changes big and small, 
some changes which are here to stay. 

Some of these changes may be positive. Others may forever remain an-
noying reminders of this unusual time. Recently, Governor Greg Abbott 
announced the mask mandate and other restrictions would be lifted in 
Texas. But many have said it’s too early to relax safety precautions and that 
we should continue to follow CDC guidelines.

Alief ISD superintendent H.D. Chambers said that the district will 
continue to require face coverings and will follow other precautions until 
further notice.

Other changes may stick around as well. Work from home options have 
become popular with many office workers, for example. So some employ-
ers may continue to offer the option even after covid is gone. 

The six feet “social distance” guidelines are likely to stay around, at least 
for a while. Grocery stores and other retailers may continue to ask custom-
ers to distance themselves, and Plexiglas screens at checkout counters may 
stay around.

Many people say they don’t mind the precautions and even feel more 
comfortable when they’re spaced apart from others they don’t know. 

Vanessa Lozano said that one of the changes she will accept from this 
pandemic is, “being more sanitary and keeping my distance away from 
people.” 

Driana Amaya said, “If I get a cold or start to feel not so good, I will 
wear my mask to prevent other people from getting sick.”

Senior Jane Portillo said, “I had friendships that I thought were going to 
grow old together. When the pandemic happened all of those close friends 
I had didn’t even check on me.” 

If anything, this pandemic opened our eyes to some unhygienic things 
that we were doing before. It would make sense to learn from this experi-
ence.

By Samantha Paz, The Den Staff

Are some parts of 
the covid lifestyle 
here to stay?

Staff reporters

The Den newspaper at Alief Taylor High School seeks to provide a forum for the ideas and opin-
ions of its readers.  The opinions that appear in the columns of The Den do not necessarily reflect 
those of the entire staff, the school administration or the adviser.  The staff encourages letters to 
the editors as an avenue for public expression.

Kevin Roberts, adviser

Perla Andrade, Julian Antoury, Bryan Batz, Kimberly Bermudez, 
Adriana Castro-Reyes, Johanna Cortez, Daniel Espino, Daiara Garcia, 

Mildred Godinez, Samantha Paz, Leo Lescay Valdes

Editor-in-Chief
Daphnee Martinez

Associate Editor, Business Manager
Lori Alvarez
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columnanime

• North Korea and Cuba are 
the only places in the world 
you can’t buy Coca-Cola

• A shrimp's heart is in its head
• "Stewardesses" is the longest 

word that is typed with only 
the left hand

• The hottest chili pepper in the 
world is so hot it could kill 
you

• The Canary Islands are named 
after dogs, not birds

• People who are currently alive 

represent about 7 percent of 
the total number of people 
who have ever lived

• Cat urine glows under a 
black-light

• "Dreamt" is the only English 
word that ends in the letters 
"mt”

• Most people fall asleep in 
seven minutes

• Almonds are a member of the 
peach family
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Life after high school...

Dear Allie:Dear Allie:
Just Ask AllieJust Ask Allie

With graduation nearing, many students are still 
contemplating what they should do after they exit 
high school. Other students already have a plan 

figured out. 
“I’m kind of nervous about what life has in store for me after high school,” 

one senior said. “ I really haven’t found interest in anything but I know I 
will eventually.” 

Some students are going to a college or university. Some will choose a 
military career or technical school. Still others are jumping straight into a 
career or a full time job. 

Having a plan already in mind before graduation is a big advantage, yet 
some don’t have it figured out. While higher education isn’t for everyone 
there are still other choices you can make.

Find something that you love to do and turn it into a career. If you love 
to sing, rap or play an instrument you might dream of becoming an artist 
or a musician. That’s a great dream, but most artists don’t earn much from 
performing. While you wait for that big break, consider a career in audio or 

video production. Most community colleges offer affordable training pro-
grams, and there are jobs when you finish.

“I’m planning on pursuing a career as an video editor because I love to put 
things together and I’m able to express my creativity,” another senior said.

If you like helping people there are plenty of things you can do for a ca-
reer. With college degrees you can become a teacher, a doctor, a counselor, a 
nurse, a therapist or other professional. But technical training also offers lots 
of possibilities. Again, most community colleges can prepare you. There are 
careers in law enforcement, fire and rescue, dental assistance, culinary arts 
and automotive technology, to name a few. 

And of course there are tons of health careers. There are certification 
programs for vocational nursing, x-ray technology, rehabilitation, pharmacy 
and laboratory techs, and lots more.

If you like taking pictures or making videos then consider creating a You-
Tube channel or becoming a photographer. You will need some fairly expen-
sive equipment to get started and you probably won’t earn very much in the 
beginning, but there are tremendous possibilities.  If you’re willing to put in 
the work, there’s money to be made.

By Leo Lescay Valdes, The Den Staff

Is it a good thing to have a 
daily workout? 
A workout can prove beneficial 
to your mental health as well as 
your physical health. However, 
you don’t need a daily workout 
to reap those benefits. It’s not a 
bad thing to workout every day 
so long as you’re pacing yourself 
and doing it for the right rea-
sons.  

How can you make yourself go 
to sleep early? I go to sleep late 
and don’t wake up on time. 
If you’re having trouble falling 
asleep, you can always look up 
breathing exercises or phone 
apps that will help calm you 
down. A lot of times we find 
ourselves unable to sleep be-
cause our minds are still go-

ing. You can also use sleeping 
background sounds so as to lull 
you to sleep. Lastly, you can put 
down any and all technology an 
hour before you want to go bed, 
which gives your mind time to 
ease into resting instead of mak-
ing it shut down at all once. 

What type of music should 
you listen to while you do your 
homework?
I listen to anything that will 
help relax my mind and help 
me focus. Lately, I’ve found that 
classical music or renditions of 
modern pop music gets the job 
done. But it’s up to you to find 
what helps you study and com-
plete those assignments.

I’m looking for a place to work 
and it’s a little difficult. Could 
you give me some advice on 
what to look for in a good 
paying job?
As high-school students we 
might be limited to jobs, but 
fast-food, restaurants and retail 
stores are good options to make 
a bit of money. You can also try 
receptionist positions at offices, 
but those might require experi-
ence or further documentation.

Please, what do you think I 
can do to keep calm and be 
sane as a virtual student who 
barely goes out? 
Mental health is very impor-
tant and hard to keep balanced 
with the rest of our lives. Some 
things we can do to manage our 

mental health is watch a movie, 
facetime with friends, learn a 
new hobby and make a plan for 
post-quarantine activities. 

What’s the best time for a 
student to go to sleep? Every-
one says we should get at least 
eight hours of sleep, but even 
after I sleep eight hours I still 
end up being tired.
The best time to go to sleep 
might be at 9 p.m. Doing light 
exercise and taking a shower be-
fore heading to bed might make 
you have a well-rested night. 
Keeping your phone away from 
you while you sleep and even 
not using it 30 minutes prior 
to going to bed might also help 
relax your body.

What’s your plan?
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English teacher and poet 
Adrienne Carrington talks with 
Voyage Houston magazine about 

poetry and life.  Scan below.

Read Watch
Taylor Theatre’s virtual stage 
production of C.S. Lewis’s 

The Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe. Scan below.

VASE photography
Nineteen art students from Taylor who sub-

mitted work in the annual VASE competi-
tion on March 6 received a rating of 4, the 

highest score. Two of the students were recognized for 
photography.

Kristian Cruz, Invisible;
Mr. Duran

Kristian Cruz, Reflections; 
Mr. Duran

Ashley Lopez, Two Realities in 
the Same World; Mr. Duran

Ashley Lopez, Candles in the Dark; 
Mr. Duran



More VASE winnersMore VASE winners

Brian La, My Avatar;
Mr. Duran

Joanna Nguyen-Tran, 
In Pandemic Times; Mr. Duran

Cristina Duong, 
Look Closely; Ms. Martinez

Emma Santana, 
A Day in the Country; Mr. Duran

Kathy Griffin, 
Kathy Art; Mr. Jacobitz

Ashley Garner, 
Ashley Artwork; Mr. Jacobitz

Lenny Colon Hernandez, 
Still Life with Cow Skull and Guitar; Mr. Duran

Madison Gomez, 
Self Portrait; Ms. Caston Miller

Chaitanya Surana, 
Picasso Said What?; Ms. Caston Miller

Nam Do, 
Treehouse Fun; Mr. Duran Elizabeth Phan, 

Blind Death; Ms. Caston Miller

Elizabeth Phan, 
Dark Heir; Ms. Caston Miller

Obaijulu Okoh, 
Operation Save the Turtles; 

Ms. Caston Miller
Lyna Pham, 

Tea of Life; Ms. Caston Miller
Sandra Pineda, 

Unprecedented Fate; Ms. Caston Miller


